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Abstract 

Let R be a ring of algebraic integers of an algebraic number field F and let 
( )RGLG n≤  be a finite group. In [11] was proved that the R-span of G is just 

the matrix ring ( )RMn  of the matrices-nn ×  over R if and only if the Brauer 

reduction of nR  modulo every prime is absolutely irreducible. In this paper, we 

show that ( )RMG nR =  if and only if the Brauer reduction of nR  modulo a 

finite number of primes is absolutely irreducible. Moreover, we give conditions 
for n, under which ( )RMn  is a Schur ring. 

1. Introduction 

Let F be an algebraic number field with ring of algebraic integers       
R and let { }tpp ,,1 …=π  be a set of positive prime numbers. Assume 

that the iI  are maximal ideals of R such that .,,1, tiIp ii …=∈  Set 

=πL { }.,,1,,, tiIbRbab
a

i …=∈/∈  Then πR  denotes a localization 
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of R at .πL  Thus πR  is a principal ideal having quotient field of 

characteristic zero and containing a unique prime ideal iI  such that 

,,1, …=∈ iIp ii .t  We denote the Jacobson radical of πR  be ( ).πRJ  

Therefore, the residue ring ( )ππ= RJRK  is a semi-simple ring of 

characteristic .
1

i
t

i
pm ∏

=
=  Thus, we may write 

,
1

i
t

i
K k

=
=   (1.1) 

where the ik  are fields of characteristic ( ).,,1 tipi …=  Let G be a finite 

group. Then we have 

.
1

GKG i
t

i
k

=
=   (1.2) 

From (1.2), it follows that 

,1 1 tff ++=   (1.3) 

where the if  are orthogonal central idempotents in KG. Therefore, 

GKG i
t

i
k

1=
=   

,
1

i
t

i
KGf

=
=   

with .ii KGfG =k  

Now, πR  is a Hausdorff space in its ( ) topology,-πRJ  i.e., that      

( ) ( ),0
1

=
∞

=

j

j
RJ∩  so the ( ) adic-πRJ  completion πR̂  of πR  is a complete 

semi-local ring such that 

( ) ( ),ˆˆ
ππππ == RJRRJRK  
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and 

,ˆˆˆ 1 tRRR πππ ⊕⊕=   (1.4) 

where the iRπ
ˆ  are complete local rings such that ( ) .ˆˆ iRJR k=ππ  

Therefore 

.ˆˆˆ 1 GRGRGR tπππ ⊕⊕=   (1.5) 

From (1.5), we obtain 

,ˆˆ1 1 tff ++=   (1.6) 

where the if̂  are orthogonal central idempotents in .ˆ GRπ  

In the study of the Schur subgroup of the Brauer group of a 
commutative ring R, one is interested in finding the Azumaya algebras 
over R that are epimorphic images of a group ring RG for some finite 
group G. 

For a commutative ring R, the matrix ring ( )RMn  of the -nn ×  

matrices over R is called a Schur ring if there exists a finite group 
( )RGLG n≤  such that the R-span of G is just ( ),RMn  i.e., in such case 

we have ( ).RMG nR =  

Let R be a ring of algebraic integers of an algebraic number field        
F and let ( )RGLG n≤  be a finite group. In [11], it was proved that 

=RG ( )RMn  if and only if nR  is globally irreducible, i.e., the Brauer 

reduction of nR  modulo every prime is absolutely irreducible. In this 
paper, we show that ( )RMG nR =  if and only if the Brauer reduction of 

nR  modulo a finite number of primes is absolutely irreducible. Moreover, 
we give conditions for n, under which ( )RMn  is a Schur ring. 
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2. Preliminary Results 

Definition 2.1. Let C  denote the field of complex numbers and    
≤G ( ).CnGL  We call G globally irreducible if for every prime p the 

reduction of nC  modulo p is absolutely irreducible. 

Let G be a finite group, p be a prime divisor of ,G  and R be a 
complete discrete valuation ring with quotient field F of characteristic 0. 
We assume that the residue field ( )RJR=k  has characteristic p, 
where ( )RJ  denotes the Jacobson radical of R. With this assumption, we 
refer to the triple ( )k;; RF  as a splitting p-modular system. 

Recall that the Brauer reduction of a modulo for a natural prime p is 
defined as follows. If V is a FG-module, then there exists a full RG-lattice 

.VL ⊆  The ( ) ULRJLG =module-k  is called a reduction of V modulo 
p. Moreover, in such case, we say also that U is the reduction modulo p of 
the RG-lattice L. 

According to Definition 2.1, the linear group G is globally irreducible 
if for every prime p the reduction of nC  modulo p is absolutely 
irreducible. We know that in such case is sufficient the study of the 
reduction modulo p, for every prime p divisor of .G  Therefore, result 
evident the necessity of to study the following problem: 

Problem 2.2. 

When the reduction modulo p of the an absolutely irreducible          
FG-module V is an absolutely irreducible module,-Gk  being k  a field of 
characteristic p? 

3. Some Properties of Certain Induced Modules 

Let G be a finite group with splitting field ,k  and let Q be a                

p-subgroup of G. Assume that QGs :=  and let { }sxxX ,,1 …=+  be a 

full set of representatives in G of the cosets in .QG  Then ( )kG
QInd  is 

isomorphic to +GQk  as left module,-Gk  where { }.Q Gx
Xx

k∈α= ∑
+∈

+  
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Set { }., QyyxxX ii ∈−=  We denote the left ideal generated by X in 

Gk  by ( ).GIQ  We claim that 

( ( )) ( )1: −= QQGGIran Qkk  

( ).1: −= QQ
PPG  

Thus, we have 

( ) ,+≅ GQGIG Q kk   (3.7) 

as modules.-k  We now assume that ,QQ ′<  where Q′  is also a               

p-subgroup of G. Set { }.and,,XQ
Q QyQyyyxxxx jji ′∈′∈′=−=′  

Then ( )GIG Qk  contains a left ideal isomorphic to the left ideal 

generated by .XQ
Q
′  We denote this ideal by .Q

Q
′I  Observe that 

( ) ( ).1:Q
Q −

′
′

=′
Q
Q

Q
PPGIran kk  

Let us write QT  by ( ).GIG Qk  Thus we have 

.Q
Q

+′ ′≅ QGITQ k  (3.8) 

It is well know that 

,dim

1
j

j

S
S

r

j
PG

=
= k  (3.9) 

where jSP  is the projective cover of the simple jSG module-k  and r is 

the number of conjugacy classes of p-regular elements of G. 

From (3.9), the following holds: 

,
1

Q
j

r

j
MGQ

=

+ = k  (3.10) 

where ( ).dimdim GIPPM Q
S

S
S

S
Q
j

j
j

j
j

=  
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The following two lemmas are easy but useful to our results: 

Lemma 3.3. Let G be a finite group with splitting field k  of 
characteristic p. Fixed ( ).GSylP p∈  Then ( )GIP  is an annihilator of the 

trivial .- odulemGk  

Proof. Since for all finite group G, the trivial module is a ( )GIG Pk  

-module, the assertion follows.  

Lemma 3.4. Let G be a finite group with splitting field k  of 
characteristic p. Fixed ( ).GSylP p∈  We denote the Jacobson radical of 

Gk  by ( ).GJ  Then ( ) ( )GIGJ P⊆  if and only if ( )GIG Pk  is semi-

simple. 

Proof. Since every indecomposable ,module-Gk  direct summand of 

( ),GIG Pk  is annihilated by ( )GIP  the result follows. 

The converse implication is trivial.  

Lemma 3.5. Let G be a finite group with splitting field k  of 
characteristic p, and let S be a simple .- odulemGk  Set ( )GSylP p∈  fixed. 

Then P
jM  is a projective odulemG-k  if and only if jSP  is a blocks of 

defect zero. 

Proof. Let ( )GJ  be the Jacobson radical of .Gk  We to check two 

cases. 

Case 1. ( ) ( ).GIGJ P⊆  

In this case, the assertion follows by Lemma 3.4. 

Case 2. ( ) ( ).GIGJ P⊆/  

Assume that l
S

Q
j j

PM ≅  is a projective module,-Gk  where l is the 

multiplicity of jSP  as direct summand of .Q
jM  We show that jSP  is a 

simple module.-Gk  
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Since ( )GIP  is left ideal of Gk  from (3.9) is follows that 

( ) ( ) ( ).dimdim 1
1

GIPGIPGI P
S

SP
S

SP r
r

⊕⊕=  (3.11) 

We have ( ) 0=GIP P
l
Sj

 by assumption, so we deduce that ( )GIP P
S

S
j

j

dim  

is a projective module,-Gk  where the multiplicity of jSP  is equal to 

( ) ,dim lS j −  i.e., we have 

( ) ( ) .dimdim lS
SP

S
S

j
j

j
j

PGIP −
=  

Therefore, we may assert that ( )GIP PSj  is a right indecomposable 

( )GIP -module such that 

( ( )) ( ) .dimdim lS
S

S
PS

j
j

j
j PGIP −

=  (3.12) 

We assume that ( ( ))GIP PSjdim=α  and ( ).dim jSP=β  According to 

(3.12), we way write the following equality: 

( ) ( ( ) ).dimdim lSS jj −β=α   (3.13) 

From (3.13), it follows that 

( ) .dimdim jj SlS
β=

−
α  (3.14) 

We now claim that the Equality (3.14) is true if and only if ( ) lS j −
α

dim  

.1dim =β=
jS  Thus, the following holds ,dimdim jSj PS =  which is 

what we need to prove. 

Conversely, by assumption it follows that 

( ) ( ( )) j
j

j
j

S
PSP

S
S GIPGIP dimdim

=  (3.15) 
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where ( ( )) ( ) lSGIP jPSj −= dimdim  with ,dim pjSl ′=  being pjS ′dim  

the p′ -part of .dim jS  Thus, we deduce that ( ) ( ) .dimdim lS
SP

S
S

j
j

j
j

PGIP −
=  

So we are done.  

Lemma 3.6. Let G be a finite group with splitting field k  of 
characteristic p and let ( )GSylP p∈  fixed. Then every indecomposable 

odulemG-k  direct summand of +GPk  has a radical vertex. 

Proof. Let ( )PNG  be the normalizer of P. According to the Green 

correspondence, every indecomposable module-Gk  direct summand of 

( )
( )( )kk G
PN

PN
P G

G IndIndGP ≅+  has vertex P or a vertex in ,gPP∩  

( ).PNGg G−∈  Observe that if P is a normal subgroup of G, then +GPk  

is semi-simple, so every indecomposable module-Gk  direct summand of 

+GPk  is a simple module-Pk  with vertex P. Therefore, we now consider 

the case where P is not a normal subgroup of G. Assume that U is an 
indecomposable module-Gk  with vertex ,PQ ≤  being U a direct 

summand of .+GPk  We to check two cases. 

● Case 1. 1=Q  or .PQ =  

The assertion results trivially by assumption. 

● Case 2. .1 PQ <<  

In this case ,gPPQ ∩=  for some ( ).PNGg G−∈  Let ( )QNP  be the 

normalizer of Q in the Sylow p-subgroup P. Since ( ) ( )QNQNP PG =∩  

and ( ) ( )QNQNP g
PG

g =∩  are Sylow p-subgroups of ( ),QNG  we deduce 

that ( ) ( ).QNQNg PG −∈  We now shows that ( )QNP  is not a normal 

subgroup of ( ).QNG  
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Let us write P  for ( ).QNP  Conversely, we assume that P  is a 

normal subgroup of ( ).QNG  In such case ,QPP g == ∩P  which is a 

contradiction. Now, since gQ PP∩=  is follows that 

( ( )).QNOQ Gp⊇  

But on the other hand, Q is a normal p-subgroup of ( ),QNG  and so is 

contained in ( ( )).QNO Gp  Thus we have equality. 

 

Many of the properties of the modules-Gk  with trivial source was 

studied by several authors. In particular, Okuyama’s obtained the 
following results (see [9]). 

Lemma 3.7. Let S be a simple odulemG-k  with vertex Q and trivial 

source. Then the Green correspondent ( )Sf  of S is a simple projective 

[ ( ) ] .- odulemQQNGk  

Lemma 3.8. Let S be a simple odulemG-k  with vertex Q and trivial 

source. Then the p-part of dim S is equal to ,Q
P  where ( ).GSylP p∈  

Alperin’s obtained the following result (see [1]): 

Lemma 3.9. Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of G. If W is a simple 
projective [ ( ) ] ,- odulemQQNGk  then its Green correspondent of W is 

isomorphic to an indecomposable direct summand of .+GPk  

4. G-Weight and Main Proprieties 

In the rest of this paper, we will assume the notations and 
terminologies used in the last section. 
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Lemma 4.10. Let G be a finite group, k  be a splitting field for G, and 

1≠Q  be a radical p-subgroup of G. If Q
jM  has an indecomposable non- 

projective odulemG-k  as direct summand, then it is unique, up it 

isomorphism. 

Proof. By the Krull-Schmidt theorem, each left Q
jMG module-k  can 

be decomposed of unique manner as a direct sum of indecomposable     
modules,-Gk  i.e., we may write 

,
1

γ

µ

=γ
= UM Q

j   (4.16) 

where the γU  are indecomposable modules.-Gk  

We now assume that γU  is direct summand in (4.16), which is an 

indecomposable non-projective module.-Gk  Firstly, we show that jSP  is 

the projective cover of .γU  

Since ( ) ( ) ,jSS SURadUPRadP jj ≅≅ γγ  we deduce that there is 

an epimorphism ,γ→ UP jS  which necessarily is essential by Nakayama's 

lemma. 

We now show that γU  is unique, up to isomorphism. 

Suppose that γ′U  is other indecomposable non-projective module-Gk  

in the decomposition (4.16). Since jSP  is projective cover of γU  and γ′U  

we assert that there are two essential epimorphisms γ→θ UP jS:1  and 

.:2 γ′→θ UP jS  We define the epimorphism γ′γ →σ UU:  given by 

( )( ) ( ) .,21 jSPaaa ∈θ=θσ  Let ( )γΩ U  and ( )γ′Ω U  be the Heller operators 

of γU  and ,γ′U  respectively. Then we may write 

{ ( ) ( )}.:ker 1 γ′γ Ω∈∈θ=σ UaUa  
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Thus we may assert that ( )γ′Ω≅σ Uker  by assumption. Hence, we have 

( ) .ker γ′γγ′ ≅σ≅Ω UUUP jS   (4.17) 

We claim that the relation (4.17) is true if and only if γ≅ UP jS  or         

ker .0=σ  By assumption, we may deduce that the unique case possible 
is ker .0=σ  Therefore ,γ′γ ≅ UU  which is what we need to prove.   

According to the Lemmas 3.5 and 4.10 takes place the following 
definition: 

Definition 4.11. A G-weight for G is a pair ( ),, QU  where U is a 

direct summand of +GPk  with vertex Q, which is simple or an 
indecomposable non-projective module.-Gk  

The following theorem is fundamental in our investigation. 

Theorem 4.12. Let G be a finite group with splitting field k  of 
characteristic p. Then the number of non-isomorphic G-weights equals the 
number of conjugacy classes of p-regular elements of G. 

Proof. From (3.10), we have 

,
1

P
j

r

j
MGP

=

+ = k  (4.18) 

where r is the number of conjugacy classes of p-regular elements of G and 
the P

jM  are left modules-Gk  such that 

( ),dimdim GIPPM P
S

S
S

S
P
j

j
j

j
j

≅  

for some simple .module- jSGk  

We check two cases. 

Case 1. P
jM  is projective. 

In such case we have .jS
P
j PM ⊕=  According to Lemma 3.5, we 

obtain .jS SP j ≅  Therefore, the assertion follows by assumption. 
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Case 2. P
jM  is not projective. 

If P
jM  is not projective, then has a unique indecomposable non-

projective module-Gk  as direct summand, by Lemma 4.10. Thus the 

result follows by assumption.   

5. Conditions for the Reducibility Modulo p of an  
Irreducible Brauer p-Character 

Let G be a finite group, p be a prime divisor of ,G  and R be a 

complete discrete valuation ring with quotient field F of characteristic 0. 
We assume that the residue field ( )RJR=k  has characteristic p, 

where ( )RJ  denotes the Jacobson radical of R. With this assumption, we 

refer to the triple ( )k;; RF  as a splitting p-modular system. 

Lemma 5.13. Let G be a finite group and k  be a splitting field for G. 
Let rUU ,,1 …  be a complete list of non-isomorphic G-weights, with 

projective covers ,,,1 rSS PP …  respectively. Then the Brauer characters 

rUU φφ ,,1 …  of the G-weights form a basis in the space ( )Gregp−C  of class 

functions on the p-regular elements of G. 

Proof. Everything follows from the formula 













≅/=>

≅==

≠=

=φφ=

,andif,1

;andif,1

;if,0

,

ij

ijUP

SUji

SUji

ji

jiS

τ

τ

τ

τ  

and the fact that the number of non-isomorphic G-weights modules 
equals the number of p-regular conjugacy classes of G. Thus if  

,0
1

=φλ∑
=

iUi
r

i
 we have ,0, =λφφ iUP iiS  so ,0=λi  which shows that 

the are independent, and hence form a basis.   
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Theorem 5.14. Let ( )k;; RF  be a splitting p-modular system for the 

finite group G. The simple odulemG-k  S is the reduction modulo p of an 

RG-lattice if and only if S is a G-weight.  

Proof. Let S be a simple ulemod-Gk  with projective cover ,SP  and 

let iU  be a G-weight such that ( ) .SURadU ii ≅  Assume that S is the 

reduction modulo p of an RG-lattice. According to the Lemma 5.13, we 
may write 

.
1

SUi

r

i
i φ=φλ∑

=

 (5.19) 

From (5.19), we may write 

.,, SSiUS i φφ=λφφ   (5.20) 

Since S and iU  are liftable to one RG-lattice, and S is the radical 

quotient of ,iU  it follows that ,,, SSUS i φφ=φφ  so .1=λi  

Conversely, since +GPk  is the reduction modulo p of the RG-lattice 
+RGP  the result follows.   

Theorem 5.15. Let G be a finite group with ( )GSylP p∈  fixed, and 

let S be a simple odulemG-k  with radical vertex Q and trivial source .k  

Then S is a G-weight. 

Proof. Combining the Lemmas 3.7 and 3.9, we deduce that S is a 

direct summand of .+GPk  Therefore, by assumption, the assertion 
follows.   

Combining the Theorems 5.14 and 5.15, we deduce the following 
result: 

Corollary 5.16. Let ( )k;; RF  be a splitting p-modular system for the 

finite group G. The simple odulemG-k  S has trivial source if and only if S 

is the reduction modulo p of an RG-lattice.   
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6. Schur Ring and Globally Simple Modules 

Definition 6.17. Let R be a commutative ring and let ( )RGLG n≤  

be a finite group. Then the matrix ring ( )RMn  is called Schur ring (more 

briefly S-ring) if ( ).RMG nR =  

Lemma 6.18. Let k  be a field of characteristic p and let ( )knGLG ≤  

be a finite group with splitting field .k  Let us write U for .nk  Then U is a 
simple odulemG-k  if and only if ( ).kk nMG =  

Proof. If U is a simple ule,mod-Gk  then the assertion follows by 

Burnside’s theorem. Conversely, since ( )kn
n MU ≅  the result follows by 

assumption.   

Let G be a finite group, { }tpp ,,1 …=π  be a finite set of prime 

numbers and πR  be a localization of R at ,πL  where R is the ring of 

integers of F, being F the quotient field of R and splitting field of G. We 
assume that the residue field ( )ππ= RJRK  has characteristic 

,
1

i
t

i
pm ∏

=
=  where ( )RJ  denotes the Jacobson radical of .πR  With this 

assumption, we refer to the triple ( )KRF ;;  as a splitting π -modular 

system. 

The reduction modulo π  of an RG-module is defined as follows. If V is 
a RG-module, then there exists a full lattice-GRπ  .V⊆L  The              

KG-module ( ) URJ =LL  is called a reduction of V modulo .π  Moreover, 

in such case, we say also that U is the reduction modulo π  of the        
lattice-GRπ  .L  

Let ( )RGLG n≤  be a finite group. We consider the natural projection 

( ) ( ).: KGLRGL nn →σ π  Then ( ) GG =σ  is called reduction of G modulo 

.π  
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In such case, we way write 

,1 tGGG ⊗⊗=  

where ( )tiGi ,,1 …=  is the reduction of G modulo .ip  

Definition 6.19. Let ( )KRF ,,  be an m-modular system, where 

{ }tpp ,,1 …=π  is a set of prime numbers. Assume that ( )RGLG n≤  is a 

finite group. Let us write V for nR  and we write U for .nK  Then V is 

called π -quasi-simple if each direct summand iUf  is a simple iG -weight. 

Lemma 6.20. Let ( )KRF ,,  be an m-modular system, and let        

≤G ( )RGLn  be a finite group. Let us write V for nR  and we write U for 

.nK  Then ( )KMG nK =  if and only if V is π-quasi-simple. 

Proof. We have 

tKKK fGfGG ⊕⊕= 1  

ttGG kk ⊕⊕=
11  

( ) ( )tnn MM kk ⊕⊕= 1    

( ) ( ) tnn fKMfKM ⊕⊕= 1  

( ).KMn=   (6.21) 

From (6.21), it follows that ( )ini MG
i

kk =  for all ( ).1 tii ≤≤  Therefore, 

applying the last lemma we assert that iUf  is a simple iiGk -module for 

every i. Hence, by Theorem 5.14, the result follows. On the other hand, by 
assumption and applying again the Lemma 6.18, we deduce that 

( ) ( ).,,1 tiMG ini i
…== kk  Therefore, the equality follows.  
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Definition 6.21. Let ( )KRF ,,  be a m-modular system, and let    

≤G ( ))πRGLn  be a finite group. Assume that π  is the set of the positive 

prime divisors of .G  If nR  is a π-quasi-simple, then we say that G is      

π-globally simple. 

Lemma 6.22. Let ( )KRF ,,  be an m-modular system, and let       

≤G ( )RGLn  be a finite group. Assume that π  is a set of the prime 

divisors of .G  Then ( )π=
π

RMG nR  if and only if G is π -globally 

simple. 

Proof. By assumption, we may write 

( ).KMG nK =   (6.22) 

Therefore, we may assert that nR  is π -quasi-simple by Lemma 6.20. 
Thus, by assumption, the result follows. On the other hand, by 
assumption and applying the Lemma 6.18, we obtain 

( ).KMG nK =   (6.23) 

From (6.23), it follows that 

( ).KMRGR nKKK ⊗=⊗ ππ  

Since KKR GRG ⊗≅ ππ
 and ( ) ( )KMRRM nKn ⊗≅ ππ  the assertion 

follows.  

Theorem 6.23. Let R be a ring of algebraic integers and let            
≤G ( )RGLn  be a finite group. Then ( )RMG nR =  if and only if G is           

π -globally simple. 

Proof. From ( ),RMG nR =  it follows that ( ).π=
π

RMG nR  

Hence, the result follows by Lemma 6.22. Conversely, according to the 
Lemma 6.22, we have 

( ).π=
π

RMG nR  

Therefore, the assertion follows by assumption.  
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Theorem 6.24. Let R be a ring of algebraic integers with quotient 
field F and let ( )RGLG n≤  be a finite group with splitting field F. 

Assume that { }tpp ,,1 …=π  is the set of prime divisors of G  and we 

denote the π -part of n by .πn  If ( ),RMG nR =  then ,
1 i

i
t

i Q
Pn ∏

=
π =  

where ( )GSylP ipi ∈  and iQ  is the vertex of the .- i
n

i fKodulemGk  

Proof. According to Theorem 6.23, each i
n fK  is a simple G-weight. 

Hence, the ip -part of i
n fKdim  is 

i
i

Q
P  by Lemma 3.8. Since dim=n  

( )tifKKR i
nnn ,,1dimdim …===  the assertion follows.   

Theorem 6.25. Let R be a ring of algebraic integers with quotient 
field F and let G be a finite group with splitting field F. Assume that 

{ }tpp ,,1 …=π  is the set of prime divisors of ,G  and H is a π -subgroup 

of G such that ( ) ,HQN iG ≤  where ( ) ( ).,,1 tiHSylQ ipi …=∈  If 

( )RIndG
H  is a simple FG-module, then ( )RMn  is an S-ring, for .H

Gn =  

Proof. Let U be the reduction modulo π  of ( ).RIndG
H  Since iQ  is the 

vertex of the trivial Hik -module we deduce that ( ) ii
G
H UfInd ≅k  has 

vertex iQ  and trivial source. Therefore, we may assert that iUf  is a      

weight-iG  for all .,,1 ti …=  Since ( )tiUfi ,,1 …=  is the reduction 

modulo ip  of the simple FG-module ( )RIndG
H  we deduce that iUf  is a 

simple Gik -module. Therefore, by assumption, we may assert that 

( )RIndG
H  is π -globally simple. Since dim ( ) H

GRIndG
H =  the assertion 

follows by Theorem 6.23.   
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